EBSB LANGUAGE QUIZ

HERITAGE AND LANGUAGES OF RAJASTHAN AND ASSAM

Under the joint venture of IIIT Guwahati and IIIT Kota, language and heritage quiz was organised post the learning activities of over fifteen days conducted via WhatsApp chat groups of the official Quiz and Literary Clubs of IIIT Guwahati and members of the EBSB club from IIIT Kota

Goals:

1. Familiarise students with different languages and cultures.
2. To develop mutual understanding and respect for other cultures among students.
Contributions, Efforts and Details:

Student representatives Parikirt Jha, Yashwanth Manivannan, Priyanka Kumari, Meghna Singh, Mehul Doshi, Priyal Bansal, Vaibhav Kushwaha from IIIT Kota and IIIT Guwahati contributed towards the quiz and efforts including, preparing the quiz set, uploading the set onto the digital platform and designing posters. Templates containing simple words and sentences from Marwari were shared with curious students.

The quiz was set based on the language and culture of Assam and Rajasthan.

The quiz was hosted on www.myquiz.org.

There was a good participation of about 40 students.

Quiz Club Contributions:

The Quiz club took responsibility for creating, anchoring and distributing the quiz set in a fair and just medium. Representatives from both the clubs shared ideas and collaborated using instant messaging mediums such as WhatsApp. The Quiz club later created records of winners and participants.

The results of the quiz were:-

1st :- Sudesh Joshi, 2nd Year IIIT Guwahati
2nd:- Prajakta Bisaria, 1st Year IIIT Guwahati
3rd:- Debaleena Chakraborty, 1st Year IIIT Guwahati

Literary Club Contributions:

The Literary Club spent 2 weeks teaching the club members new words in Marwari. Using creative techniques such as hand drawn digital illustrations to emphasise the use of common and useful words. The club introduced one new word a day and a sentence based on the word. It also encouraged members to make their own sentences and assisted them with the help of a few native speakers of the language.

Milestones

1. Active participation
   - The students participated enthusiastically during the language learning week and performed really well in the quiz.
II. Impact
   - About 30-40 students have learnt new and basic words from each other’s languages through fun and enjoyable activities. The students are now fully enabled to understand phrases and conduct basic conversation in the new language.

Appendix

Poster:
Language learning illustrations:
If players have the same number of points, the winner will be the one who answered fastest on the last question.

1. Sudes  81
2. projakta  81
3. dc  72
4. Znmd  71
5. Moriarty  70
6. Akash Kapil  70
7. undefined  70